first love, Mauro, even though he had taken her virginity -which Amman knew and her parents did not. Mauro was not right, Amman felt, for her emerging self-story.
It had taught her to see her life as a narrative arc. First came social skills, a savour of sex, and then hard schooling to find out what she loved doing. It helped her to survive and learn from it all,to move with growing serenity through an unfolding world. Not that this happened, but the story by now had Amman as its chief librarian and confidant.
She decided one day, on a hike with Amman, to leave her family and live on her own. Traditional Islam was no guide in this brave new whirl that life had become. The idea unfurled in a long talk while they took shelter under a bioformed sunflower which, at nightfall, drooped its giant petals over to form a warm tent.
She came to realize, at mid-career, that we slide through life on skids of routine. Friends came into the floating house party of her life and left it, some quite early, without leaving much impression. Men, especially. Amman knew this and helped, often with amiable distractions. Bodyguard, tutor, secretary, it could play tennis with her when loaded into one of the new athletic machines, bringing to the game its own odd, crafty style. At times of loneliness she even had it loaded into one of the erotic models, available at a desert salon. Amman had no sex but could express an intimacy that mingled with the physical in a way she had not known with either men or women.
Nor was she uncomfortable with this; the media were already thronged with opinions about The New Sensuality. She moved Amman among various embodiments, through decades and upgrades.
She had always kept dogs, too, and she saw parallels. She was a field biologist, and thought of how humanity long ago had worked with wolves. Culling each wolf litter gave us a new kind of wolf, so we called them dogs. We loved them despite their oddities: we learned to work with them, new wolves and people designing each other. Without thinking deeply about it, we picked the pups we liked the best. Already teams of humans and semisents were colonizing Mars.
As she aged, she sensed that Amman would outlive her. She felt a quality of beauty and tragedy to her life, her days like waves endlessly breaking on a golden beach that would itself endure. As a biologist she knew that organisms solve the evolutionary problems they face with little regard for efficiency, elegance or logic. As her years piled up upon that beach, she saw that at last humans had made companions that would persist beyond the oddities of a single personality.
On her deathbed Amman sat beside her in its latest embodiment, a handsome gentleman with sorrowful blue eyes. She wondered, at the end, if the dogs were jealous. ■
